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The Three Keys to Fortune
What if you knew you could do three simple things and, as if by magic, the people, places,
things and situations you needed and desired would come to you? This is exactly what will
happen when you use the 3 KEYS to FORTUNE. Keys can open doors, and open doors
lead to opportunities, experiences, and treasures.
How the 3 KEYS to FORTUNE came into my life.
Many years ago I was also given the 3 KEYS to FORTUNE for FREE. Since that time I have
been able to achieve everything I have ever wanted, and more. Like you, I have been a
spiritual seeker, searching for Truth wherever I could find it. I too wanted to attain the secrets
that would give me both the material and spiritual riches I desired.
As a young woman, ready to enter adult life, I was given a well-worn leather covered booklet
by an aged and wise teacher. Matt was a trusted friend and benefactor to everyone in the
neighborhood. Some thought he was a little strange because he lived well, and no one knew
what he did to earn a living.
Yet everything he needed just seemed to come to him. Often times, Matt was visited by
famous people who would arrive in chauffeur driven cars, spend some time, and when they
left, all had big smiles on their faces.
Matt took a liking to me because I was inquisitive about the secrets of life, and I would spend
long hours asking questions and listening to his meaningful and brilliant answers.
“Terry, take care of this little book. I have cherished it and received its boundless treasures
since it was given to me so many years ago. The knowledge within this little book has served
me well, as it will also serve you. Even though the information is very simple to understand, do
not be fooled, as it is truly powerful and will give you everything you desire.
At some point you must pass it on to others. Giving to others is a basic secret of life. Greedy
misers never attain the love, riches, security, and happiness they desire, no matter how much
material wealth they may possess. Someone who is generous of heart and also discerning, as
to who is most worthy of receiving what they have to give, shall always be prosperous.
Never throw away knowledge, money, time, or things on someone who is hard hearted,
faithless, and miserly, for they will misuse it and you will waste your fortune.
I am placing this in your care because I believe in you. In order that you receive all the
blessings that are possible from the knowledge contained within the few pages of this booklet,
in time you must also FREELY share it with others, as I am FREELY sharing it with you."
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Feeling overwhelmed with gratitude I received the 3 KEYS to FORTUNE and held it close to
my heart. I couldn't wait to open and read my new little book, so I ran home, went into my
room, closed the door, sat down in my favorite chair, opened the book, and began to read:
Once upon a time there was a man named Ajeta who had heard there was a tree that bore a
seed which gave a person power, beauty, wealth, love, intelligence, and eternal life. Ajeta,
fascinated with the idea of the possibility of obtaining these precious treasures, committed
himself, without reservation, to finding this tree.
Taking only what he needed, he set out on his mission to seek and find the tree whose seeds
were worth a king's ransom. After traveling for months, and having no luck in finding the tree,
he came to a small village in the Himalayan Mountains by the Ganges River. He had heard
tell that there was a sage who lived near this village who was beautiful, ageless, highly
intelligent, and always had whatever he needed.
Legend had it that the sage had found this tree. However, no one in the village would tell Ajeta
where to find the sage, so his months of travel seemed for naught. Exhausted and dejected
he sat down under a tree to rest, and to drink the water he had drawn from the sacred Mother
Ganges River.
Suddenly, as if from out of nowhere, the most handsome young man that Ajeta had ever seen
was standing next to him and looking at him with the eyes of an ancient all-knowing soul.
"You are looking for the tree that bears the seeds of power, beauty, wealth, intelligence, and
eternal life. Is this true?" he said in a gentle, yet powerful, manner.
"Yes! But how did you know?" replied the seeker.
"I have my ways," responded the sage.
"You have come very far in search of this most precious tree, just as I did so many years ago.
Many others have also come in search of the tree but all others have failed and have turned
back, unsuccessful in their attempt. You see, they were actually looking for a tree, but it is not
a tree at all that they were seeking.
The tree is symbolic of wisdom, and the seeds are the specific teachings. The other seekers
were looking for an herb, as the treasure and the solution to their problems.
The secrets of beauty, power, wealth, intelligence, and immortality are not to be found in things
to eat, but in knowledge. With the proper knowledge you can accomplish anything you desire.
Knowledge is the true magic elixir of life."

The sage beckoned the seeker. "Come, you look very hungry. Let me take you to my cottage
and we will share some warm soup. After your stomach is full, I will give you the seeds from
the tree of beauty, power, intelligence, and eternal life. Yes, I know you want to be a wealthy
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and influential man and you will be, if this is your desire. The seeds of this tree bear the fruit of
your desires. This tree is called a wish-fulfilling tree."
The seeker was elated, and extremely curious. For what could this man have to say that
would render such precious fruits, as to give everyone the fulfillment of his or her desires?
It wasn't an easy walk, as the sage lived high up on the side of the mountain.
"Why do you live so far away from the village? And what is your name?" asked the seeker.
"My name is Esa,” the sage replied. “The reason I live here is that it is easier for me to
maintain the positive and elevated state of mind that is essential for my spiritual work. Living
away from village life offers me the opportunity to meditate, pray, and study in peace in a
rarified atmosphere that is free from the clouds of fear, envy, anger, poverty, and doubt that
hang over the heads of most human beings.
A person is known by the company he or she keeps. Like a mirror, a person's mind reflects
nearby objects. A mirror, however, does not acquire the qualities of the objects it reflects,
whereas the mind is influenced by the characteristics of persons with whom we associate.
The affect of association is almost instantaneous.
You will prosper when free from bad association, but in bad company you will perish. Indeed
the company you keep will make you progress, or become degraded. A wise person gives up
the low life and seeks the topmost. Now please tell me your name, young seeker."
"I am called Ajeta," responded the eager young man.
“Good. Now that we have the formalities out of the way, and your stomach is getting full, it’s
time to talk of very important matters,” said Esa.
Esa sat cross legged on the floor and began to tell the story of the 3 KEYS to FORTUNE.
“Everyone has a wish-fulfilling tree, only very few are aware of the enormous power and
potential they possess. They are planting seeds from this tree every time they think, speak, or
act.
The majority of the people in this world live in distress, poverty, anxiety, and fear, as they
lament over what they do not have, never knowing that they can have the happiness, love,
wealth, peace of mind, and youthfulness they desire.
Everyone is born with a wish-fulfilling tree in his or her possession. This same tree can be
either a blessing or a curse, depending upon the person’s wishes and use of this most
precious gift from God. Every thing has good or bad properties, and it just depends upon how
we use something, as to whether it gives us benefits or trouble and distress. Ajeta, you will be
surprised to know that the wish-fulfilling tree is your mind.”
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“What do you mean that my mind is a wish-fulfilling tree? I don’t understand how my mind can
give me all that I am seeking. Please tell me more, Esa!”
"Yes, it's true," the sage replied. “The mind is a wish-fulfilling tree, and every thought we think
has the potential of producing itself into a tangible form, situation, or experience. Unbelievable
as it may sound, thoughts truly are things.
There is a way that things work in this world and when you understand the hidden science
behind creation, including miracles, you will realize that whatever you can conceive of, and
believe in, you can achieve. And this, almost effortlessly, as if my magic.
Your thoughts up to this moment have made you what you are today, and what you think,
from this moment on, will determine whatever you become, and also whatever comes to you.
Thought is creative. Thoughts spring up from our beliefs and concepts, as well as from the
beliefs and concepts of those with whom we associate.
Once the thought comes to mind, we can either accept it or reject it. The
thoughts we do accept, and in which we have complete faith, set the creative process in
motion. Ideas operate on the subtle levels, and work themselves down the dimensions to the
gross or material levels.
The material world is made up of ideas that have taken on form, as this is the nature of things.
Look around here, Ajeta, and tell me how many ideas you see around you."
Ajeta looked around the room and even walked outside counting all the ideas he could find.
"Esa, everything I see, taste, touch, smell, and feel was a concept either in God's mind or the
mind of a human being, right?"
"Yes, you are correct," replied Esa.
“By the law of attraction we attract to us that which is the physical equivalent, or outward form,
of our state of mind and our predominating thoughts. Our individual world is a combination of
God's energy and our imagination.
So you see, it is very important for us to think, believe, speak, visualize, and act only on those
ideas we choose to have made manifest in our lives. Everyone is using this power in every
moment, and whether they know it or not.
Some are using it to create misery, poverty, and loneliness while others are using this same
power to generate a continual flow of love, prosperity, good fortune, and even bliss. The more
we think about something, and the greater our desire to possess or accomplish it, the more
power there is behind the thought to make it manifest and come true.
People waste this universal gigantic power by negative, limited, and fear-based thinking, and
by wishing for many unimportant things. It takes clarity, focus, concentration, and commitment
to increase your power. The more power you have the greater your accomplishments.
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Imagine, if you will, a rushing river with the capacity to furnish more than enough water for an
entire valley to grow an abundance of vegetables, fruits, nuts, and grains. Before this water
reaches the valley it is diverted at various points until all that is left is a small tickle.
Everyone needs power just as a garden needs water to grow and flourish. Power can build
up to enormous proportions, and thus some are able to even accomplish what others call
supernatural feats.
I will need to explain a little more about the mind, how it works, and how anyone who chooses
can have Universal Power and Intelligence work with, and for, him or her.
Divine energy is your servant. It is working every moment of your life for you, follows your
every order and can only give to you what it can give through you. Therefore, you direct this
enormous power by your use of it.
God created this system to give you wealth, knowledge, and an overflowing abundance of all
the good things of an everlasting life, including fulfillment, happiness, and inner peace.
This Universal and Infinite Power is flowing through the human mind. It enters the human
mind unformed, and flows out of the mind impressed with your thoughts and ideas. This
thought pattern must then take form in one's life.
A mental cause must produce an effect that is the exact outward manifestation of this mental
pattern. This is the law of creation. Divine Intelligence is the supernatural power that is the
means by which a person is able to be the master of his or her destiny. As it states in the Old
Testament, "Thou shalt also decree a thing, and it shall be established unto thee." (Job 22:28)
The thoughts we think, believe, and speak are seeds that will produce results. A carrot seed
must produce a carrot. Any idea, if fertilized with belief and followed by action, will produce fruit
of it's kind. What we think about actually causes us to act on those thoughts. Therefore, if you
don't want something, don't think about it!
Here is the most important point to remember: You are not a mind. You have a mind. Most
people are controlled by their mind and thoughts, as though they were helpless victims. But
who is putting those thoughts in their minds, and who is putting those desires in their heart?
Many, whose minds are out of control, feel helplessly swept along by a stream of negative,
fear and scarcity-based thoughts. Such people experience life as victims, and are perpetually
in distress.

Even when a thought just pops into our minds, we have the power to make it go away by
focusing on those thoughts that we truly want to entertain.
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Thoughts of God, as you know God to be, and thoughts of love, peace, beauty, opulence, and
Truth are the higher purpose for which the mind was created.
Therefore we can control, and are responsible for, our mental world and thus our emotional
and physical worlds, as well.
People in general are influenced by external conditions, but great souls remain fixed in mind,
and are not swayed by external conditions or changes. Every person, through this creative
process, is the architect of his or her life and all that happens to them.
The wise know that they are divine beings with godlike qualities. They use this great, yet
impersonal, power to live as God's children in the Kingdom of Heaven.
Spiritually intelligent individuals use their mind and intelligence intelligently, and almost
effortlessly they create and attract the good they desire.
Exalted beings, through this process you are about to learn, can even manifest what they
desire instantly. The Master, Jesus, knew this and taught the process whereby one could
awaken from the sleep of ignorance into the dawn of eternal life.
The formula is called the 3 KEYS to FORTUNE, and when properly used, it always produces
the desired results.
It is a formula derived from Jesus:
“What things soever ye desire, when ye pray, believe
that ye receive them, and ye shall have them.” (Mark 11 :24)
I am now ready to share with you the 3 KEYS to FORTUNE. Remember, they are very
simple things to do, but you must follow the instructions exactly to get the results you want.
If you are not getting what you want, then you are not using the keys as they were given to
you. Do not be fooled into thinking that, because these keys are very simple, they are not
profound and powerful.
They are very profound, and very powerful.
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THE FIRST KEY TO FORTUNE
Write a list of your desires.
You must know what it is you desire to manifest, whether that be delicious food to eat, love of
God, a comfortable home of your own, or money in a safe place for future use.
This easy step of writing down all of your heartfelt desires allows you to take these ideas out of
your mind and put them into the outer world. Writing your desires, as to what you would like to
be, do, and have, is the beginning, and most important, step in the creative process.
Don't write what someone else wants for you, unless you agree that this is best for you. Don't
limit yourself, for there is an unlimited supply waiting for you to claim.
This supply is meant for your use. Choose only those things and situations that harm no one,
for if you harm others you shall be harmed in return.
This is the absolute law of “As you sow, so shall you reap.” Choose to do only good, and
only good will come to you.
What would you like to be? You can be anything you desire. Choose greatness of self, for
with greatness of self you are able to develop your divine potential. No one is stopping you,
but you.
Take the limitations off your thinking and imagine your possibilities as a person. If you can be
anything at all, what would you like to be?
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Write down your being desires.

1. ______________________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________________

4. ______________________________________________________________________

5. ______________________________________________________________________

6. ______________________________________________________________________

7. ______________________________________________________________________

8. ______________________________________________________________________

9. ______________________________________________________________________

10. _____________________________________________________________________
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Next, what would you like to be doing, or have done? Since this is your life to live as you
choose, it is up to you to decide exactly what it is you would like to do.
Most people think too small.
They have no idea how simple it really is to achieve any goal, or any heart's desire. It takes the
same amount of effort to manifest mediocrity, as it does excellence … even less! Smiling
takes only a couple of muscles, but it takes many muscles to make a frown.
Once you set your sights on a goal far beyond where you are, you set the universal creative
machine in motion.
Within time, which is only as long as it takes for you to believe and accept it as already yours, it
must manifest. This is the law of life.
Great souls are those who have chosen to be great by being extraordinary, and by doing the
exceptional and the out-of-the-ordinary.
The master teacher, Jesus, taught us the way and led by example, and it is for us to apply the
lessons. It is for us to decree exactly what it is we desire to do and to accomplish.
What would you like to have happen? Looking to the future and then back into the present
gives you a chance to see what you would like to have happen, and then choose to have it
happen.
We must plan our lives, not simply live them by accident or by default.
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Write your doing desires.

1. ______________________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________________

4. ______________________________________________________________________

5. ______________________________________________________________________

6. ______________________________________________________________________

7. ______________________________________________________________________

8. ______________________________________________________________________

9. ______________________________________________________________________

10. _____________________________________________________________________
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Next, what would you like to have, or possess? We are goal setting by nature. We must have
goals, even if it is to walk to the door, open it, and go outside for a walk in the woods.
For some, their goal is to fail in their attempts, even if they are not aware that this is so. And
therefore, failure is actually success for them! No one can actually fail! For everyone attains
his or her goals.
This is why it is most important to decide exactly what it is you desire to have.
I wanted this little cottage, Ajeta, as it was in the perfect place for me to live and do my spiritual
work. I wrote it on my list, and one day, out of the blue, it was given to me.
This is how IT WORKS.
The mystical power of Divine Intelligence moves on our ideas and desires and works
everything out in the right way, and at the right time, and beyond our understanding.
We don't make it work. We use it.
Everyone is using this mystical power in every moment, whether they know it or not.
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Now, write down your having desires.

1. ______________________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________________

4. ______________________________________________________________________

5. ______________________________________________________________________

6. ______________________________________________________________________

7. ______________________________________________________________________

8. ______________________________________________________________________

9. ______________________________________________________________________

10. _____________________________________________________________________
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THE SECOND KEY TO FORTUNE
Read your list of desires once a day.
At sometime during the day, preferably first thing in the morning or the last thing at night, work
with your list. Read the list, removing any desires that you realize aren't that important or
worthwhile, and add others that are.
If you want faster results, do this two times a day, once in the morning and also right before
you go to sleep.
While reading each item on your list do two more things: Imagine that each item has already
been given to you, and feel as you would if you had received and achieved each goal and
desire.
By guiding and directing Divine Energy, which is forever flowing through your mind, with
words, thoughts, and emotions that are beneficial, positive, empowering, and specific, you are
blessing yourself and using the creative law of life as it was meant to be used.
See yourself as the person you desire to be, doing what you desire to be doing, and having
what you would like to have. Whatever you would like to have happen, have it happen within
the creative studio of your mind first.
Within time it will appear in the outer world.
Time is relative. Manifestation of your desire appears in the instant you can accept whatever it
is you desire to mentally, emotionally, and physically manifest.
Knowing this is real freedom from unwanted situations, and the door to the true riches of God's
kingdom in the here and now. Whatever you center your attention upon steadily, constantly,
and purposefully in your thoughts, desires, words, and deeds forms the experiences of your
life.
Once you realize this, and embody this Truth, you will be given access into the higher
planes of existence. Ajeta, there are realms within realms within God's unlimited and opulent
kingdom, and to reach the higher more glorious levels you must master the basics of life.
Knowing Truth, and how the creative law of life operates, and consciously using it on a regular
daily basis, you will no longer feel that you need to beg, argue, reason, plead, or petition to
anyone for your desired good.
You will lose your fear of others, knowing that no one can rob you of your good. When you
have a need or desire you will return to your 3 KEYS to FORTUNE and follow the instructions
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exactly as they have been given to you. If you do so with precision, you will instantly manifest
your desired results.

THE THIRD KEY TO FORTUNE
Have faith and believe, beyond a shadow of a doubt.
After you read your list of desires, speak the following prayer with feeling and acceptance.
With the power of God working with you and through you all things are possible. There is
something very special about this prayer. And that is: It works all the time, without fail, if the
person believes.
Once you know what you desire, write it down, read it with feeling and acceptance, and, with
absolute faith and beyond a shadow of a doubt, know that it is made manifest now in your
experience, it will be.
Jesus said, "If ye have faith, and doubt not, ye shall not only do this which is done to the fig
tree, but also if ye shall say unto this mountain, Be thou removed, and be thou cast into the
sea; it shall be done." (Matthew 21 :21)
If any doubt creeps into your faith and belief in your manifestation, it will not happen. You are
only asked to believe that you have already received whatever it is you desire. How simple it
is! Surely this is not complicated, or asking too much?
Imagine and believe that what you have written is yours and is happening now.
What could be easier? Remember, THIS WORKS. All that you need to do is believe that you
have already received that which you desire.
Your past experiences, education, finances, situation, age, sex, nationality, religion, political
affiliation, or how many losses you have had in the past, do not matter. This moment is the
first moment of the rest of your eternal life.
"It is done unto you as you believe."
Jesus came to save us from ignorance, and the poverty and suffering that comes with
ignorance, that we might have life and have it more abundantly. He gave us the formula.
However, we must apply it to the letter.
Believe with all your heart, soul, and mind that you are the person you desire to be. Believe
that you are being given all that you need. Believe that you have already received whatever it
is you say that you want.
Believing means to walk, talk, think, speak, and act as the person you now know that you are.
Believe in the power of God to heal in an instant and you are that healing channel through
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which God's healing energy is flowing. If you choose to limit yourself by disbelieving, you will
limit yourself.
Otherwise, the rich resources, intelligence, power, love, peace, and bliss of the Universe are
yours to use for your every good and wonderful purpose.
And so, speak this prayer religiously every day, with feeling:
I am a rich child of a loving and wealthy Divine Father. Divine Intelligence
is now showing me what I need to do to claim that which I desire. Divine
Intelligence is even now opening the doors to my immediate blessings in
ways beyond my understanding.
Money, love, and opportunities for my immediate and long-term good
fortune, are flowing into, around, and through me now. I receive and
accept my good.
What I desire also desires me, and is now being irresistibly drawn into my
experience. My word must be fulfilled, as this is the law of divine creativity.
I have absolute faith that all that is mine by Divine right now comes to me
in rich abundance.
As I speak my word and decree a thing, it is done in divine right order and
right on time. God is my Source and my true supply. Universal
Intelligence is responding to the claim I am making, and is manifesting my
desire into form, as I speak. This is certain, I am certain, and my faith is
absolute.
It is done, and I say: "Thank you, God, and so it is."
After speaking your prayer with faith and confidence, release it into God's hands and go about
your work knowing for certain that, in the right time and in the right way, you will receive every
item on your list … or something far better.
God works in mysterious ways weaving His tapestry and working out everything perfectly, and
far better than we could ever imagine. You will be guided from within to do certain things,
so follow your inner guidance and do your part.
Act as if you are, and you will be. During the day, as you go about your work and activities in
serving God and others, if your mind is filled with fear or doubt, say this over and over, a
thousand times if necessary: God is my all abundant resource. He is flowing allprosperity and all-love to me now, and I accept.
The mind can only think of one thing at a time, so if you ever have a negative thought of fear or
poverty, cast it out with this powerful affirmation of Truth.
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A few words in conclusion:
A loving person gives love. A wealthy person is one who gives something of value to others
and receives its equal or better in return. A healthy person lives a healthy life. And a happy
person is one who is serving God and others with love.
Mystic masters of old knew all of this, and by using these same 3 KEYS to FORTUNE were
able to perform great supernatural feats.
They possessed a pure love of God, and used these powers to do only good, and to only uplift
humanity. Ajeta, if you use this knowledge I have given you for only good, within a short period
of time, because of your dedication, focused mind, and pure intention, you too will be able to
simply speak your word and whatever you need or desire will manifest before your eyes."
So concluded Esa, the sage, in his explanation to the seeker. Ajeta was amazed at how
simple and how profound this teaching was.
All along he had believed that there was something in the outside world that could make him
happy or give him whatever he needed, but this Power was within himself.
Saying goodbye, Ajeta gave Esa all that he had, for he knew that giving to where one receives
spiritual teaching is a law of God.
Esa had given him the greatest gift that anyone had ever given him, for it was the gift that gave
him the keys to open the door to the treasure house of spiritual and material riches.
Ajeta also knew this was just the beginning of his adventure in enlightenment, for God's
kingdom is unlimited.
Taking his 3 KEYS to FORTUNE with him in his heart, he decided to use them immediately,
for he was hungry, lonely, tired, and in need of shelter.
Sitting down on the banks of the River Ganges, he wrote a short list of his immediate needs,
read it with the feeling that each item on the list was already his, and with absolute faith he was
certain that his requests had been fulfilled.
He thanked God, and let it go, in faith believing.
No sooner had he opened his eyes than standing before him was beautiful young woman.
Instantly he was attracted to her and invited her to sit with him. She introduced herself as Sita,
and offered Ajeta to partake of the sumptuous food she had in her basket.
Right after the meal Sita invited him to return to the home of her parents where he could spend
the night. And Ajeta and Sita lived happily ever after, never needing for anything, as the law of
Divine Mind and God's grace provided all.
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“The end and the beginning are one, for the moment one door closes another opens.”
“One whose happiness is within, who is active within, who rejoices within, and is
illumined within, is actually the perfect mystic."
Ancient Wisdoms

* A footnote to the THREE KEYS TO FORTUNE:
Dear Spiritual Seeker,
There is a wealth of sacred knowledge that has been passed down to us from teacher to
student since time immemorial. This knowledge herein was given to me. It is my pleasure to
share it with you. As an extra gift I will be sending you a newsletter with important information
that you can apply immediately and receive good results.
Terry Cole-Whittaker
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US Magazine, Time Magazine, Newsweek, The Wall Street Journal, New York
Times, Los Angeles Times, London Times, plus.
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CURRENT WORK
Terry is a popular key note speaker for corporations and organizations. Her
topics include: The Power of Positive Thinking; Dare to Be Great; The Laws of
Success; You Have to Fail to Succeed; The Prospering Value of Teamwork; How
to Spot Your Friends and Enemies.
Under her leadership, as the Founder and Chairman of a non-profit educational
foundation, Adventures in Enlightenment, Dr. Cole-Whittaker is building The
International Institute of Sacred Knowledge in India, near New Delhi.
The work of "The Institute" is the building of a cultural bridge between the East
and the West. Spiritual students from the West will be able to stay at the school
and study Vedic culture and will be privileged to receive the teachings of some of
the most scholarly and qualified spiritual teachers in the world.
At the present time Dr. Terry and members of her staff are documenting, on
audio and video-tape, and in books the life and teachings of saintly and scholarly
masters of the East, as part of the school's Global Library of Sacred Knowledge.
Dr. Terry, as her students call her, besides directing the building and directing the
functions of the school spends her time teaching and conducting seminars
throughout the world, writing articles and books, researching sacred scriptures,
and developing and distributing teaching materials in the form of audio and
video-tapes and CD's, books and booklets.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Dr. Terry Cole-Whittaker without any formal business training grew a 50-person
church in La Jolla, California into over 8,000 members, and an international
television ministry reaching millions in only a few years. With over forty
employees, 600 volunteers statewide, a full compliment of spiritual services
including 24 hour prayer line, and six teaching centers throughout California Dr.
Terry Cole-Whittaker became a household word meaning excellence, prosperity
and the power of positive thinking.
HONORS:
Terry Cole-Whittaker was honored as Woman of the year by the San Diego
Press Club in 1981 and Headliner of the year in 1985. In 1995 she was admitted
to the Orange Coast College Hall of Fame, as one of their top students and one
of the most prominent alumni in the fifty year history of the College. Terry was
selected as one of the ten most powerful spiritual women in the world by author
Laurel King in her best selling book - 10 Women of Power.
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EDUCATION:
Dr. Cole-Whittaker received her secular education at Orange Coast College, the
University of Southern California, and La Verne College. She received her
seminary education at the Ernest Holmes School of Religion in Los Angeles
where in 1973 she was given the degree of a Fellow of Religious Science. She
was licensed as a minister by The United Church of Religious Science in l973
and ordained in l975.
THREE HONORARY DOCTORAL DEGREES
An Honorary PHD from La Jolla University was bestowed upon her in 1980 for
her humanitarian work in the San Diego Community and her outstanding
contribution through her weekly international television program.
In 1990 Reverend Cole-Whittaker received an Honorary Doctorate of Divinity
from the Board of Trustees of Adventures in Enlightenment. She received a
second ordination and third Honorary Doctorate of Divinity, this time as a Bishop
in the Essence Church, and received the title of the Right Reverend Dr. Terry
Cole-Whittaker, in 1991.

Visit www.terrycolewittaker.com now to learn more about Terry ColeWhittaker and how you truly can live the life of your dreams.
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